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What is ActivityInfo?What is ActivityInfo?

ActivityInfo is a software application which is primarily used to support monitoring and
evaluation for humanitarian and development operations. It aims to give practitioners the
power of analysis and reduce the need for statistical support. It is targeted at national and
local authorities as well as humanitarian and development agencies.

ActivityInfo.org is the official version of the application which is hosted online as a Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS) by BeDataDriven B.V., a company based in The Hague in the
Netherlands. Using ActivityInfo.org removes the need to host a complex web-based
platform or to install software on a computer. The paid subscription plans include 24/7
support and the ability to add more than 10 users to a database.
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Why choose ActivityInfo?Why choose ActivityInfo?

• To monitor in real-time the activities of your organizations and partners;
• To allow data collection even without an internet connection;
• To reduce the costs and risks of creating a new information system;
• It enables people with GIS and analysis tools in the hands of managers and field staff.
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How do I start using ActivityInfo?How do I start using ActivityInfo?

To use ActivityInfo you need a browser which meets the minimum requirements and an
ActivityInfo account. Follow the steps below to get started.

1. Check if your browser meets the minimum requirements1. Check if your browser meets the minimum requirements

ActivityInfo can be used in a variety of internet browsers. Check that you have a browser which
meets the browser requirements.

2. Create an ActivityInfo account2. Create an ActivityInfo account

To use ActivityInfo you must first create an account.

2.1. Go to the sign up page2.1. Go to the sign up page

Please visit https://www.activityinfo.org/signUp or, if you have received an invitation by email,
click on the link in the email.
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2.2. Complete the sign up form2.2. Complete the sign up form

Fill out the form and choose your preferred language. Carefully review the terms of service (see
https://www.activityinfo.org/about/terms.html) then check the box if you agree to these terms.

To complete the registration, click the Sign UpSign Up button.

3. Start using ActivityInfo3. Start using ActivityInfo

If you have been invited to enter data into ActivityInfo by someone else, then start with the Data
Entry tab to find the forms to fill in.

If you need to collect data for your operation, start with the Design tab to create a new
database, add partners and invite users from your own or from other organisations and grant
them different levels of access to your database depending on the role they play in your
organization.
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Design - Creating your dataDesign - Creating your data
structurestructure
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Adding an Input mask validationAdding an Input mask validation

In this article we will talk about how to set up an Input mask validation. This assumes that
you already have a database with design permissions. Form designers will be able to add
an optional "input mask" to a text field that will constrain what characters the user can
enter. The Input mask validation is only available in beta forms.

1. What is an Input mask?1. What is an Input mask?

An Input mask is used to make sure that users enter certain digits or letters. This can be useful
if you have a form with administrative codes.

2. Adding the Input mask into a form2. Adding the Input mask into a form

In the following steps you will learn how to add the Input mask into your beta form.

1. Add a text field to your form
2. Define properties of the field in the left pane
3. Save the form
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3. How the input mask appears in Data Entry3. How the input mask appears in Data Entry

As the user types in the fields, they will automatically get validated. For example in the
administrative number, if 2013-12-141 is typed in then the field will turn red informing that this
does not match. In the case worker ID, only digits can be used and for the case worker initials
only letters can be used.

4. What characters can be used for the Input mask?4. What characters can be used for the Input mask?

In the tables below you will see other ways an input mask can be used

CharacterCharacter ExplanationExplanation

0 User must enter a digit (0 to 9)

L User must enter a letter

A User must enter a letter or a digit

\ Character immediately following will be
displayed literally

ExampleExample Input maskInput mask ExplanationExplanation

Family Registration Number \1-00000000 The 1- is always fixed the rest
of the digits can be different

Case worker Initials AAA Initials have to be 3 letters
long

Case worker ID 000 ID has to be 3 digits
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ExampleExample Input maskInput mask ExplanationExplanation

Administrative number 2017-00-000 The 2017- is fixed the rest of
the numbers can be
changed.
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Adding a prefix formulaAdding a prefix formula
A prefix formula can be added to the serial number. Instead of just having a number, which is
not very easy to trace; adding a prefix will give more traceability without revealing sensitive
information.

In this article we will show you how to set up a prefix formula for the input mask.

How to add a prefix formulaHow to add a prefix formula

1. Add a text field
2. Enter desired text in the input mask
3. Add a code
4. Add the code to the Serial Number prefix.

How the prefix formula appears in data entryHow the prefix formula appears in data entry

When a user goes to perform an entry they will be invited to enter the prefix which is then
attached to the Serial number. In the example below we have started writing the prefix, which
shows you the pattern that you need to follow. Then we have re-opened the form to show how
the complete serial number and prefix look together.
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Adding a Min/Max calculationAdding a Min/Max calculation
In a beta form it is possible to have a calculation to tell you what the Minimum amount or
Maximum amount collected is. In our example we are collecting data to see how many students
have attended school. We will first start with how to design the form and then what it looks like
in data entry.

How to design a form with a Min/Max calculationHow to design a form with a Min/Max calculation

In the form designer we have a added a daily Sub-Form [School attendance] and placed within it
are two quantity fields [Number of male students and female students]. The quantity fields
have been give codes so we can easily use an expression with them. Above our Sub-Form we
have added two calculated fields, one Max males the other Min Females. For the first calculated
field we added the expression MAX(MS) the means that it will look through the data provided in
the Sub-Form and give us back the maximum amount that has been entered. In the second we
added the expression MIN(FS), as before it will search through the data provided in the Sub-
Form and give back the minimum amount that has been entered. We have set the two
calculated forms to not be shown in data entry as it may lead to confusion.

We have removed the dates from the form as the Sub-Form contains dates and moved the
partner to the top of the form. Don't forget to save!

Once you are in the data entry tab, find your form and click on new submission. In the below
form we have performed a couple of entries spread over a period of weeks. For the entry with
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partner BeDataDriven , there are three entries of which the 'min female' is 50 and the 'max
male' is 75.
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Key fieldsKey fields

 This field is only availble in Beta forms.

What is a Key field?What is a Key field?

A key field is used to identify a record. ActivityInfo has internal identifiers for fields which can
lead to confusion. Imagine you have thousands of records and you need to identify them for
other people, you can name a record. This then gives a constraint that no other record shares
that field value.

There are several different ways to identify individual records.

If you add a Serial Number this can give a bit more information. This would be used in
personal/protection cases.

If you use a natural key, this is could be a District for example - this tells you immediately what
the field contains.

In this short article we will show you how to implement a key field, for case tracking and for a
survey in a camp.

How to make a field a KeyHow to make a field a Key

A Key field can be used to individualize a form entry. In the first example we have a Serial
Number which is often used to identify an individual without giving too much personal
information. This Serial Number can then referenced in other forms.
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How to use a key fieldHow to use a key field

We are collecting data to see in which camps the most people have been assisted. To do this we
need our users to enter information about the location, this can be done by adding a natural
key a District.

It is also possible to use multiple key fields in one form. In the example below, we have created
a LocationTypes 2018 form which contains a reference field from the geography database, two
text fields one called Location Type and the other Name. All three fields are ticked as key fields,
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this means if we reference this form in another form we will only be able to select the data
entered into the Location 2018.

In the screenshot below, we have referenced the 'LocationTypes 2018' form. This means that
the location types that were created, will appear in this form - users will only be able to select
data from locations created in the referenced form. Having multiple key fields, only allows the
user to select data which is linked to the field below.
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Choosing the appearance of select fieldsChoosing the appearance of select fields

 This feature is only available in Beta forms.

This article explains how you can change the presentation of selection fields in the forms which
your users will complete.

 Multiple selection fields will only be displayed as check boxes

Preparing your form

1. Drag a single selection or multiple selection field onto your form
2. Edit the name of the field
3. Define the properties of your field

Presentation optionsPresentation options

Single Selection Fields

If requiredIf required, the presentation options are:
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1. Automatic. Will present Radio Buttons for less than 10 choices, or a Drop Down Menu for 10
or more.
2. Radio. Will always present options as Radio Buttons.
3. Dropdown. Will always present options as a Drop Down Menu.

If not requiredIf not required, the presentation will always be Drop Down Menu as Users must be able to clear
an entry if needed.

Multiple Selection Fields

Multiple Selection Fields will always be displayed as Check boxes
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Adding weekly and other reporting frequenciesAdding weekly and other reporting frequencies

Please note that these reporting frequencies are only available in new beta forms

These reporting frequencies mean that you can have a parent form which includes a sub-form.
A parent form being your main form. In the following steps, we presume that you have already

created a beta form.

What are the frequencies?What are the frequencies?

There are five different types of reporting frequencies available :

In your sub-form you can add as many fields as required and you can repeat that sub-form
identically as often as needed

How to design a sub-form in your parent formHow to design a sub-form in your parent form

These sub-forms can be added to a parent form, form designers can place any fields within the
sub-form.

1. Drag your sub-form of choice onto the parent form
2. Rename the sub-form [i.e was "Weekly Sub-Form", now "Food distribution"]
3. Add fields to your sub-form [these will remain the same every time you repeat your sub-

form]
4. Save your form!

In the image below you can see we have dragged a weekly sub-form, we have a two quantity
fields called 'rice packs' and 'plumpy nut packs'.
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How it is used in data entry tab?How it is used in data entry tab?

Above is a screenshot, which highlights your sub-form. When a user will perform a data entry,
once they answer the questions included in the sub-form he or she can also answer the same
questions for previous weeks or forth coming weeks depending on your activity. The above
applies to other reporting frequency sub-forms.
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In the below screenshot, we have used a repeating sub-form which has no set frequency. Users
can add multiple entries at once by clicking on the add another link.

 For repeating sub-forms we recommend using a maximum of 40 records per repeating
subform.
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Adding a Reference fieldAdding a Reference field

 Reference fields can only be used in Beta forms

Reference fields allow to reference a record in another form.

A record can be a key field from another form within the same or a different database (option
"Choose form Databases") or it can be a geographic location(option "Choose form Geography")

We (BeDataDriven) maintain a database of administrative divisions including their geographic
boundaries, but there is also geographic information in the legacy LocationTypes.

How to add a reference field to a formHow to add a reference field to a form

With a database reference field you can reference one of the following:

• a serial number
• a field marked as Key - Name of the form field
• ActivityInfo form id - number which is unique to each form

In your beta form, drag and drop your reference field; a new window will pop up asking you to
choose between Geography and Databases. Click databases (1) and then click on your
appropriate database (2), then select the form you wish to reference (3). Click Ok and you will
see a new field appearing in your beta form. This new field will have the name of the form you
have just selected.

To add a geography reference, repeat the above steps only click geography instead of
databases. For the purpose of this demo we chose a governorate in Iraq.

Before going to the data entry tab, don't forget to save your form!
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How is it used in the data entry tabHow is it used in the data entry tab

Once you have save your form, you go to your data entry tab, you select the form you have just
created and make a new submission.

A new submission window pop up will appear and you will be able to select the appropriate
area of your chosen administrative level. (Here highlighted in yellow is the Region
Administrative level of Iraq).
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Click on save and the new entry is saved in your database.

In the example below we have referenced another form. The three fields from the Location
Types 2018 form appear, this is because they are key fields. This is a great way to link data
from one form to another.
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 It is not possible to import a csv. file that contains data which refers to a reference
field.
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Data Entry - Collecting dataData Entry - Collecting data
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Mobile data collection with ActivityInfo andMobile data collection with ActivityInfo and
ODK CollectODK Collect

This article explains how to configure ODK Collect on an Android device for mobile data
collection. ODK Collect is a third-party app which allows you to download forms to your
Android device and perform surveys in the field, even without an internet connection. Once
completed, the forms can be sent to ActivityInfo where the data will be stored in your
database.

By using ActivityInfo for storage in place of ODK Aggregate or FormHub, you can take advantage
of ActivityInfo's advanced analysis and mapping tools, and seamlessly combine results from the
field with reported outputs, baseline data, or other indicators from within and outside of your
organization.

You will need an internet connection on your mobile device (e.g. wifi, 3G, or 4G) to install ODK
Collect, connect to the ActivityInfo server and download forms. While you won't need to be
connected to collect data, you will need a connection to send your finalized forms back to the
ActivityInfo server.

Please visit https://opendatakit.org/use/collect/ to learn more about ODK Collect.

 From July 1st, 2017, ActivityInfo only supports Android devices with Android version 2.3
or later.
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Install "ODK Collect" on your mobile device through the GoogleInstall "ODK Collect" on your mobile device through the Google
Play storePlay store
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Pointing ODK Collect to ActivityInfo.orgPointing ODK Collect to ActivityInfo.org

 If you have many databases in your account or if you have several databases with a
large number of forms, you can reduce the number of forms downloaded to your ODK
Collect app by pointing the app at a single database, for example URL:
https://www.activityinfo.org and then Form list path set to /formList/db/1234 where
"1234" is the numeric identifier of your database.
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Downloading forms to your mobile deviceDownloading forms to your mobile device

 Once a form is downloaded to your device, it is not automatically synced with
ActivityInfo. Therefore, if you change the design of your form (e.g. you add or remove
questions), then you will have to inform your users that they must download the
revised form to obtain the changes on their device.
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Collecting dataCollecting data

Sending your finalized form to ActivityInfoSending your finalized form to ActivityInfo

If you encounter any problems setting up ODK Collect, please visit the ODK troubleshooting
help page.
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 Please be aware that Administrative levels will not work due to a limitation of ODK. In
classic forms we advise you to use a point location types. Forms with the location type
administrative level will not appear in the list of forms.
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Switching to offline mode using Google ChromeSwitching to offline mode using Google Chrome
The offline data entry mode is recommended for unreliable internet connections or simply
when you have no accessible internet connection. Be aware that you will need an internet
connection to switch to offline mode to perform your account's synchronisation. When in
offline mode, your computer will automatically synchronize every 5 minutes if you have access
to an internet connection; otherwise it will synchronize the next time you are connected to
internet.

Changes performed while in offline mode are stored in the internet browser cache. Internet
browsers have a limited size capacity so we only recommend using the offline mode for
performing data entry. Performing more complex changes in your account (creating databases
or reports for instance) might overload the cache or be saved incorrectly.

Enabling offline data entry modeEnabling offline data entry mode
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Coming back to online mode - clearing your browsing dataComing back to online mode - clearing your browsing data
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 If you do not want to clear everything then it should suffice to select only Cookies and
other site and plugin data and Hosted app data.
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Re-login to ActivityInfo and you will be working online again!Re-login to ActivityInfo and you will be working online again!
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Batch Import multiple data entries from aBatch Import multiple data entries from a
spreadsheetspreadsheet
You have legacy data you want to import in ActivityInfo? The easiest way to do so is by using our
Import functionality in the Data Entry tab. As long as your data can be opened in a spreadsheet
format (Excel, Open office, Libreoffice, Numbers) you can import your data by simply copying
and pasting it in our import functionality.

Data are imported per form. As a first step, you will need to make sure each of the mandatory
fields in your ActivityInfo form have a corresponding column in your spreadsheet. Since the
Start date, End date and Partner fields are always mandatory, you will also need to have
columns for those in your file. For multiple selection fields there will be one column for each
selection (see details below).

For the data that needs to be matched to ActivityInfo data (Partner, Project and single selection
fields) make sure your data is written the exactexact same way in your import file as in ActivityInfo.

If you are using location types (a geo-localized library of locations), be aware that locations will
not be matched against locations you have already created in ActivityInfo. New locations will
thus be created for each new entry.

Prepare your spreadsheet for importPrepare your spreadsheet for import

The more your column headers match with the form fields in the system, the more chance the
columns will be automatically matched
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Open the Import functionalityOpen the Import functionality

Copy the data you want to import in your spreadsheet -Copy the data you want to import in your spreadsheet -
including column headers- and paste in the central white boxincluding column headers- and paste in the central white box
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Match each column with the corresponding form fieldMatch each column with the corresponding form field

Validate the imported dataValidate the imported data
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Color code:Color code:

GreenGreen: we found a perfect match for this value.

YellowYellow: we found an imperfect match (less than 100% confidence) for this value. You will see the
following message: "Confidence: <percent>% Matched to: <matched value> Correct value will
be imported with _<percent>% confidence which can help you make your choice.

RedRed: we failed to find a match for this value.

A row were (a) value(s) is(are) highlighted in red will not be imported. Only rows with GreenA row were (a) value(s) is(are) highlighted in red will not be imported. Only rows with Green
and/or yellow matches will be imported.and/or yellow matches will be imported. In the screen caption above, the first row will not be
imported.

It is not possible to modify values or matches in the validation window. To modify your
imported data, you will need to modify your initial file and restart the import process from the
beginning.
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AdvancedAdvanced
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Linking indicators - quantity fieldsLinking indicators - quantity fields
You would like to "push" numeric data from database X to database Y? There is a way to do this
in ActivityInfo with a functionality called linked indicators. Indicators (or Quantity fields) that
have been linked will simultaneously appear in multiple databases/forms; the easiest way to
distinguish them is by the link icon to the left of a linked entry. When creating a report and
selecting a field that has been linked to another field, both the "original"data and the linked
data will appear in your report.

Linked indicators are used when you need to gather numeric data spread in different databases
in a single database or form. You needed to create multiple databases for different reasons
(different users, permissions, country, etc.) at some point, but now, you would like to gather all
related data in one database or form.

 Data from linked indicators will not be included when exporting data or when querying
the database through the API.

Open "Link Indicators" editorOpen "Link Indicators" editor
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The Link indicator windowThe Link indicator window

Linking two fieldsLinking two fields
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Removing a linkRemoving a link

Appearance in Data EntryAppearance in Data Entry
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Tips and tricksTips and tricks
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Using a global databaseUsing a global database

If you need a regional overview of your activities from several countries, or like to monitor
global activities of your agency then there are two ways to go about it:

1. combine data from multiple databases in several countries into a single report or
2. use a global database.

In this article, we illustrate the use of the Global database in ActivityInfo.

1. Create a new GLOBAL database1. Create a new GLOBAL database

Select "Global" from the country drop down list, to create a global database.
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2. Click "create"2. Click "create"

Click create, to create the global database

3. Decide location to report upon3. Decide location to report upon

Depending on the needs of your agency, the roll out or the users; decide upon which location
type to report upon. In most cases you will use the first option below, namely: "Country" as a
site type. Otherwise, you also have the option to create your own location type and to import a
list of locations.
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3.1. Reporting type: countries3.1. Reporting type: countries

If you need to monitor indicators at a global level, from country offices for example, you can set
up 'country' as location type in your form. Countries are available by default as a location type
in ActivityInfo for global databases therefore you don't have to create these yourself.
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3.2. Custom location type3.2. Custom location type

If you need to report on a custom location type (for example general hospitals) you need to
create a new location type (see Creating a Location Type).

Please note that that adding your own location types in a database will make these accessible
to all users using a database in the same country. We therefore advise you not to create, for
example, a location type 'Regional offices' for your agency's regional offices as all users with a
Global database will be able to see these locations.
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4. Reporting4. Reporting

Reporting in a global database is the same as in any 'normal' country database: go to data entry
and add a new submission. With the 'site' type you will get a dropdown menu of countries if the
reporting location is set to 'country' as explained in option Reporting type: countries above.

5. Analyse data from your global database5. Analyse data from your global database

ActivityInfo allows you to analyse your data in pivot tables, charts and maps. Below is an
example where the location type of the database is 'country'. Please see the section Reporting -
Data analysis for general information about how to analyse your data.
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5.1. Pivot tables5.1. Pivot tables

If you like to create a pivot table and visualize your data per country, make sure you select
'country' in the Geography tab on the right of your screen

5.2. Charts5.2. Charts
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Designing a charts depends on the information you need to get from the data in your system.
As an example here we show the number of households receiving a bednet (an example
indicator) per country over 2016.

5.3. Maps5.3. Maps

You can create a map to visualize your data on a global level using proportional circles, icons or
pie charts. The option Shaded Polygons will only work if you select a single layer (i.e. a single
indicator) per country.
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Guide to setting up ActivityInfo and Power BIGuide to setting up ActivityInfo and Power BI

Users can link ActivityInfo to Power BI through the API. In this short guide we will explain
how you can setup the basis, so the data from ActivityInfo goes directly to Power BI.

First of all you need to open Power BI, if you don't have it installed then you can download here
and create an account.

Once the download is completed, you will need to sign into your Power BI account.

 Power BI is a product provided by the Microsoft Corporation for which we do not
provide support. Please consult the Power BI website at https://powerbi.microsoft.com
to learn more about how to use the product.

1. Obtain the URL for your form

Before you connect Power BI to your form in ActivityInfo, you will need to obtain the URL of the
API endpoint for your form.

1.1. Find the form identifier1.1. Find the form identifier

For classic forms, you will find the identifier when you select the form in the Design tab. The
identifier is shown in the IDID field. Also note the reporting frequency of your form. The example
below shows a form with identifier 79651 with a monthly reporting frequency.
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1.2. Construct the URL to your form1.2. Construct the URL to your form

The URL of the API endpoint for forms in ActivityInfo looks like https://www.activityinfo.org/https://www.activityinfo.org/
resources/form/{REF}/query/rowsresources/form/{REF}/query/rows where {REF} should be replaced with a reference to your
form. This reference is constructed as follows:

• If your form has monthly reportingmonthly reporting, take the form identifier and prepend it with "M". For
example: if your form has identifier 79651, {REF} will be "M0000079651".

• If your form as reporting oncereporting once, take the form identifier and prepend it with "a". For example,
if your form has identifier 79651, {REF} will be "a0000079651".

Another example: if you are targeting a form 99 with reporting "once", then your url will look
like this: https://www.activityinfo.org/resources/form/a0000000099/query/rows

[REF] has to have 10 digits after the 'a' or 'M'
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2. Connect ActivityInfo and Power BI

To connect ActivityInfo to Power BI, log into Power BI and follow these steps:

1. click "Get Data" and select "Web",
2. in the dialog window, select the "Basic" option and enter the URL for the API endpoint for

your form (see below) and click "OK",
3. a new dialog window with title "Access Web content" appears: select "Basic", enter your

ActivityInfo login credentials and click "Connect".

3. Convert list result to table format

After you have connected your form to Power BI, the Query Editor will open and display a "List"
as the result. The following steps explain how to convert this list to a table.

3.1. Convert list result to table3.1. Convert list result to table

1. Click "To Table", a pop-up will appear inviting the user to select or enter delimiters and how
to handle extra columns.

2. Accept the default settings by clicking "OK".
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3.2. Select columns3.2. Select columns

1. untick the "Use the original column name as prefix",
2. click "OK".
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3.3. Make final changes to the table3.3. Make final changes to the table

You can make further changes to your table as shown below.

4. Merging multiple forms in Power BI

Do you have multiple records which have had the location types changed a couple of times?
Power BI can only return information for one of the locations and the API tries to be smart with

returning the columns you want but, unfortunately its not smart enough to look for locations in
older location types.

The solution is to explicitly define all columns you need as query parameters in the URL to the
API. Depending on the number of indicators and attributes you may have this might not be very
convenient.

The second option is to fetch the location data in a separate query and then to combine the
results using the merge function in PowerBI.

https://www.activityinfo.org/resources/form/a0000000000/query/
rows?id=_id&location.id=location&location.name=location.name&lat=location.point.latitude&lon=location.point.longitude&District=location.admin.name&Governorate=location.admin.parent.name&location.alternative.name=location.axe

In PowerBI, you can then merge the "id" column with the site id column (this may be called
"@id" and will contain values such as "s0000100000 ) to attach the deatiled location information
to your table.
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https://www.activityinfo.org/resources/form/a2105582736/query/rows?id=_id&location.id=location&location.name=location.name&lat=location.point.latitude&lon=location.point.longitude&District=location.admin.name&Governorate=location.admin.parent.name&location.alternative.name=location.axe
https://www.activityinfo.org/resources/form/a2105582736/query/rows?id=_id&location.id=location&location.name=location.name&lat=location.point.latitude&lon=location.point.longitude&District=location.admin.name&Governorate=location.admin.parent.name&location.alternative.name=location.axe


1. Select both queries
2. Click "Merge Queries" in the top menu
3. Select the correct columns in the dialog window which pops up
4. Select the correct join type (make sure that you keep all records in the table from the

original query with the short URL) then click ok
5. Click the new column with the yellow header to select which columns to expand into the

final result.

In our example we chose to remove the location .* columns from the query with the short URL
because most were null anyway.
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